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ABSTRACT

In agreement v/ith recent results of Gell-Mann and Hartle, we approximate
electron motions in ground state Li7 Hr and Li7 H2 using an energy conserving
numerical method for the solution of Newton's equations and a novel assumption about
the interaction of the bonding electrons. Initial calculations for the first excited state of
Li7 Hr are also discussed.

1. Introduction. Quantum dynamics is usually perceived through the time dependent

Schrddinger equation" for which related analytical and computational problems appear to
be insurmountable at the present time. There is however an alternate approach which can

be implemented readily when the dynamical behavior is periodic. This approach is through
the quantum dynamical Ehrenfest equations, which are Newtonian dynamical equations for
expectation yalugs (1'2). Moreover, when the wave function is narrow, Newton's

equations themselves provide dynamical approximations over short time periods(3'4).
Hence, energy conserving numerical methodology applied to Newton's equations over
only a few time periods could characterize correct results over long times for phenomena

which are periodic. It is this approach we will implement in the present paper and will
apply it first to the hydride Li7 Hr in ground state. The methodology developed will then
be extended to Li7 H2. Electron motions are shown graphically and are consistent with
Heisenberg uncertainty because the numerical calculations are coarse in the sense of Gell-

Mann and ttartle (a). We also report on initial calculations for the first excited state of
Li7 Hr.

2. The Ground State Molecule .Dd7.EI1. For ground state Li7 Hl, the energy E is

(2.r) E - - (351.67566)1.0-12 erg,

its average bond length d is

(2.2) d:L.59534,

and its average vibrational period t* is

Q.3) [* : (2.3725)1.0-14 sec.



These results are available directly from experimentation (5) and they form the starting
point for the method to be described.

Let Plrepresent the Ifl nucleus, let P2 represent the Li7 nucleus, and let Ps,
Pa, Ps, P6 representtheelectrons. In cgs units, for i:L,2,3,...,6, and at any time
t, let .Q be located at C - (ri, yt, tt), have velocity d : (bt, !tr, 2r), and

have acceleration A : (t;, gi, 2;). Then the classical dynamical equations for the
motion ofthe system are

6 1^,.\ ?..(2.4) rnrd :D(T | # ,i : L,2,...,G ,

F Y'i / '21

in which d ir the vector ftom Pr' to P;, ru : ll7 ,, 11 , and

e1 : (4.8028)1.0-1oesu , e2 :3e1

es: e4 - eE : e6: - (4.802S)10-loesu

trll-_ G6724)L0-" g, *r:7mr

fTL2 : TrL4 :'trl5 : 1116 : (9.1085)10-" g.

The classical energy equation for the systenr, at any time, is
665

Q.s) - (351.6?566)te-rz : *D*,4 *D D Ti:L j:i+t i:t
Digitat computer simulations will be facilitated extensively by the following

changes ofvariables. First, set

T -Lo22t,d -Lor2r6,
in which d : (X,Y , Z). Then

i, :& : ( +. #, #\- lo-lodvi:E: 
Wr, E, E )-

i.n:h(rt) :ro-"d.
I{, in additioq we set

E; : eaLoroia.aoza)-r, Mt : mi!028 ,

then system (2.4) simplifies to

(26) M,#- (23.0668r)i W H,i:1,2,...,6,
it'i



in
E2

which M1- L6724, Mz-7(L6724), Ms- Mn- Ms- Ma- 9.1085, Er:L,
: 3, EB - Ea - Es : E6 - - L. In additiorq energy equation (2.5) reduces to

66
(z.z) - (8b1.6?b66)rs-a : tD*,v? +8.0668e D *ee

,?o &i'i:1 j--i+t

Though parameter choices will be discussed in terms of the .R? variables, final
results will be given in cgs units.

3. Initial Simulations. Consider Pt - Paarranged initially as shown in Figure 3.1.
The electrons P3, Pa ue chosen to approximate the first ring electrons of Li7. We allow
Xr, X5, Zs to be parameters to be chosen later. The other position components are taken
to be & - Xs- Xn:0; Xo - XsiYr:Yz-Y3:Yt:Ys:Y6:0; 26: - Zs;

Zs- - Zn-1860$). Initial velocities axe chosen to be A :i, :i ,

rt : -rt : (0.0.063230822,0) (?), rt : -rt : (0,,Uy,0). Once Xr, Xe,Zsue
choseq V, is determined directly from (2.7).

A broad variety of choices for Xr, Xs, Zs were selected and system (2.6) was
solved numerically from the resulting initial data by energy conserving methodology (8).

In no case were we ever able to approximate both (2.2) nd (2.3) to within 5olo error. We
were able to choose initial data so that the simulation approximated one or the other of
(2.2) or (2.3) to within 8Yo enor, but never both. This result is consistent with related
computations for other molecules (9), and hence was abandoned.
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4. Model Modification. The inadequate results described in Section 3 serve well to
motivate the usual assumptions of quantum mechanics (10). However, it is also reasonable

to consider other possibilities. After all, it must be recognized that the behavior of
electrons and protons within molecules has not been determined experimentally. Pauling

and Wilson point out that "We do not know that the electron and proton attract each

other in the same way that two macroscopic electrically charged bodies do, inasmuch as

the force between two particles in a hydrogen atom has never been directly measured"(10).

In additioq the applicability of shielding in quantum mechanics, from certain points of
view, brings into question the applicability of coulombic forces within molecules. Finally,
observe that Nobelists Bardeen, Cooper, and Schrieffer showed that the quantum

mechanical theory of superconductivity requires electron attraction (11'12).

In this section" therq let us consider the Bardeerq Cooper, and Schrieffer

assumption of electron attraction and extend it to the bonding electrons Pr and P6 in
Li7 Hr. The only changes required in the discussion in Section 3 are that e5e6 must be

replaced by - e7e6 inQ.$ and (2.5), while EsEa must be replaced by - EsEa in (2.6)

andQ.7).
The thirteen diverse cases shown in Table I were run on Alpha 275 using

conservative numerical methodology with LT -- 1.0 for 400,000,000 time steps each.

The average morimum d: dt and average minimum d: da are recorded in the table,

as is the average a : i(dr * dd arrd the average period t' of one complete oscillation.

A FORTRAN computer program is available for the interested reader in the Appendix of
Greenspan (13).

TABLE I
Case Xr Xg Zg u, dr (A) de( ) d(A) t'(10-rasec)

L 13000 5000 5000 0.0301459524 MOLECULE SEPARATES

2 16000 10000 10000 0.0194603408 1.600 0.967 L.284 r..793

3 19000 15000 r.5000 0.0117050145 2.329 0.892 1.61.0 2.258

4 13000 15000 10000 0.0181.323543 1.870 t.224 L.547 2.270
o 16000 5000 15000 0.0114922886 1.602 0.968 1.285 1.850

6 19000 10000 5000 0.0263028064 MOLECULE SEPARATES

7 L3000 10000 15000 0.0108423734 L.296 1.084 1.190 1.790

8 19000 5000 10000 0.0r.856991.13 1..923 a.824 L.374 L.925

9 22500 10000 5000 0.0244405LL1 MOLECULE SEPARATES

10 25000 20000 20000 0.0029762659 MOLECULE SEPARATES

1L 27500 10000 20000 0.0029551121 MOLECULE SEPARATES

L2 18000 15000 1.0000 0.0193340890 1..802 0.883 1.343 r..920

1.3 27500 20000 20000 0.0031052506 MOLECULE SEPARATES
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Cases 3 and 4 are the most promising and yield reasonable initial approximations
to both (2.2) nd (2.3). We then tried to improve on these by running the ten cases shown
in Table 2, eachfor 300,000,000 steps with A? : 1..0

TABLE 2
Case X1 Xg Z5 u" dr(A) de( ) d(A) t'(L0-rasec)
L4 12000 14000 9000 0.0200472589 2.049 1.161 1.605 2.560

15 1.4000 14000 11000 0.01.72800716 1.401 1..393 1.397 2.100

16 12000 16000 11000 0.0L46905172 2.244 1.018 1.611 2.480
L7 21000 15000 15000 0.0117166389 2.155 1..178 L.667 2.480
1.8 21000 1.6000 14000 0.0130515427 2.4L7 0.928 L.473 2.130
L9 22000 L5000 15000 0.01t 6342406 2.381 0.787 1.584 2.500
20 12000 14000 10000 0.0180185640 2.043 1.092 1.568 2.350

2L 14000 16000 1.0000 0.0r81971513 1.785 1..406 1.596 2.490
22 12000 16000 1.0000 0.01.65L57015 2.530 r..078 1..804 2.774
23 14000 14000 10000 0.0L9t4372t1 1.455 1..400 t.428 2.020

Finally, we ran Case 20 for
manimum d,: dt, minimum
Table 3.

1.5 billion steps, or, in real time, for (1.5)L0-13 sec. The
d,: da, and time t at which each occur are recorded in

TABLE 3
dr (A) dr(L) t(L0-ra sec)

t.240 0.000

2.048 1.230

0.985 2.320
t.994 3.480

0.979 4.650

2.153 5.810

0.881 6.930
2.097 7.990

0.788 9.050

2.457 10.150

0.790 I1.550
2.201 12.730

0.828 13.900

From Table 3 one finds that the average

and the average d: Lr(dr * d2) is 1.540A.

d1 is 2.158A, the average dais}.922\+
The average time tt for a single period is



t' - (13.9/6)10-14 : (2.317)10-la sec. Thus our results for d and tt are in good

agreement wrthQ.2) and (2.3), the errors being 3.5Yo andz.3yo, respectively.
With our results now within experimental error, we can proceed to discuss the

motions of the electrons.

5. Electron Traiectories. In order to describe electron trajectories, we limit
attention to the first (1.5)10-14 seconds of the motion for Case 20. The first ring
electrons Ps, Ptsimply rotate about the Li, nucleus within a sphere whose radius is

approximately 0.1860A. the bonding electrons Pi, P6, however, rotate around the X
a,ris in such a fashion that they concentrate around P1 and then concentrate around P2

and then move back and forth between P1 and P2 in a relatively periodic fashion. Figure
5.1 shows this motion in three dimensions relative to the mid-point of PrPz and with a

15" rotation of the Xl'ures. The units shown are R units. Figure 5.2 shows the
projection of the motion in the ){Y plane. The concentration about P2, wlich is at the
left, is slightly greater than the concentration Pt.

6. Extension to -Li?.E[2. The fundamental difference between Li7 Hr and Li7 H2
is that the H2 molecule is twice as massive as f/1. Thus, the only change needed in the

dynamical formulas is that rrll :2(L672qLA-28g. However, in place of (2.1)-(2.3), we

no* need (5)

(6.1) E- - (351.67566)L0-12erg
(6.2) d: 1..595 A
(6.3) t* - (3.1.6)1.0-14 sec.

Proceeding then with the bisection type process described in Section 4 results in

the parameters X1 - 1.3000, Xs :1.5000, Zs :9000, with Vy : 0.02A1146089. The

numerical results for d1, da and t, the time of occurrence, over 1.2 billion time steps, are

shown in Table 4, which corresponds to the results in Table 3 for Li7 Ht.

TABLE 4

dr(A) dz(A) t(10-ra sec)

1.300 0.000

1.928 1.560

1.095 3.170
1.887 4.644

1.156 6.130

1.862 7.620
r.206 9.160

The average dr is 1.892 A" the average d: is 1.1894 to that the average bond

length d is 1.541 A" which is in error by 3.a%. The average period is 3.053(10-14) sec,

which is in error also by 3.4Yo.
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Corresponding to electron motions shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.2,we now have the
motions shown in Figures 6.1 and 6.2. Qualitatively, the motions are similar. However,
Figures 6.I and 6.2 reveal more compact configurations than do Figures 5.1 and 5.2. The
reason for this variation is revealed directly from Tables 3 and 4. The nuclei for Li7 Hr
have relatively greater values for d1 and relatively smaller values for da than do the nuclei
for Li7 H2. This discrepancy results from the smaller mass of f/r and the resulting

effects on the distances & and da.

7. An Excited State Calculation. In Greenspan (12), it was shown that the

methodology of this report applied with equal ease to both the ground state of Hz andto
the first excited state. Computer limitations did not allow us to achieve comparable

results for the first excited state of Li| Hr. Herzberg (5) t.pottt on two lowest excited

states, only one of which has been observed thus far. For this excited state one has the
diameter d, :2.596A and period 1 : (L4.22)1.0-14 sec. This period proved to be too
large to approximate readily on an ALPIIA 475, eventhougb we executed 1.5 billion time
steps per day. The reason was that we excited only the second ring electron of Li, which
resulted in a loss of symmetry. In turq this required the use of a variable time step
procedure which yielded very small real time increments. It required 49 days of
calculations to yield a half period of (a.3) 1.0-14 sec, and an approximate diameter of
d :2.83A. Also, the molecule self-ionized when about two thirds through the

calculations. For improvement, there are many alternative calculations which can be

studied, however our computer capability is felt to be inadequate at present and these

calculations have been defened until some future time.
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